
Name:  ____________________________    Spelling List D-1

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  James' dad puts eggplant on the grill in the summer.      1.  _________________

2.  What you're saying sounds like a bunch of nonesense.      2.  _________________

3.  The doctor told him to change the bandige twice a day.   3.  _________________

4.  “See you later, aligator!” Grandma said to Fiona.      4.  _________________

5.  Try not to dwell on negative thoughts too long.      5.  _________________

6.  Justin learned quickly not to spend all his money at once.  6.  _________________

7.  Isabel hugged her favorite stuffed elaphant.                         7.  _________________

8.  Today is a speshal occasion for our family.      8.  _________________

9.  Nina kept a positive atitude during the whole situation.       9.  _________________

10. You will need to measure that door frame.     10.  _________________

11.  Mitchell explained what he ment to say the first time.    11.  _________________

12.  The new taxes passed by the government seem unfair.    12.  _________________
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13.  Does Dylan want to open his birthday packege now?    13.  _________________

14.  Put your school bag on the shelf where it belongs.             14.  _________________

15.  Tiffany told her sister not to entar her room when she         15.  _________________
is studying.

16.  George's family takes the camper to Ohio every August.  16.  _________________

17.  Write your answer on a piece of scrape paper.    17.  _________________

18.  Physical activity is important at every age.    18.  _________________

19.  He works at quite a rapide pace.                          19.  _________________

20.  The bright balloons made the room look festive.                 20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  The problem we are facing today beegan years ago.      21.  _________________
  

22.  Trade papers so you can edit each other's work.    22.  _________________

23.      The ramp will make it easier for Grandpa's wheelchair    23.  _________________
to get in and out of the house. 

Challenge Words

24.  Jim only had one absense for the whole school year.        24.  _________________

25.  I would like everything on the sandwich exept onions.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  James' dad puts  eggplant  on the grill in the summer.         1.    CORRECT

2.  What you're saying sounds like a bunch of  nonesense.          2.    nonsense

3.  The doctor told him to change the  bandige  twice a day.     3.    bandage

4.  “See you later,  aligator  !” Grandma said to Fiona.          4.    alligator

5.  Try not to   dwell   on negative thoughts too long.          5.   CORRECT

6.  Justin learned quickly not to   spend   all his money at once.  6.    CORRECT 

7.  Isabel hugged her favorite stuffed  elaphant.                            7.    elephant

8.  Today is a   speshal   occasion for our family.          8.    special 

9.  Nina kept a positive  atitude  during the whole situation.         9.    attitude

10. You will need to   measure   that door frame.         10.    CORRECT

11.  Mitchell explained what he  ment  to say the first time.        11.    meant

12.  The new  taxes   passed by the government seem unfair.      12.    CORRECT
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13.  Does Dylan want to open his birthday  packege  now?        13.    package 

14.  Put your school bag on the  shelf  where it belongs.                14.    CORRECT

15.  Tiffany told her sister not to  entar  her room when she            15.    enter
is studying.

16.  George's family takes the  camper  to Ohio every August.     16.    CORRECT 

17.  Write your answer on a piece of  scrape  paper.         17.    scrap 

18.  Physical  activity  is important at every age.         18.    CORRECT

19.  He works at quite a  rapide  pace.                              19.    rapid  

20.  The bright balloons made the room look  festive.                     20.    CORRECT

Review Words

21.  The problem we are facing today  beegan  years ago.         21.    began
  

22.  Trade papers so you can  edit  each other's work.        22.    CORRECT 

23.      The  ramp  will make it easier for Grandpa's wheelchair        23.    CORRECT
to get in and out of the house. 

Challenge Words

24.  Jim only had one  absense  for the whole school year.           24.    absence

25.  I would like everything on the sandwich  exept  onions.        25.    except
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